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Math
● grade level concepts
● problem solving

○ use a variety of strategies
○ communicates process of solving problem

● basic facts 
○ Fact Fluency Fun Fridays

■ timed practice 
● addition/subtraction then multiplication (3rd grade)
● multiplication/division (4th grade)



ELA

Reading

Fiction

- characters
- reading strategies
- evidence for thinking

Non-fiction

- text evidence
- reading strategies
- note-taking 

Wilson

Spelling rules/strategies

write on whiteboards

read to teacher

worksheet practice

fluency work

sight words

Writing

paragraphs

descriptive/narrative

essay

informational

research

responding to text



          Science and Social Studies

If your child has in-class support indicated in their IEP,  he/she is supported by 
Mrs. Vazquez in Mrs. Parke’s room or Ms. Cullinan in Mrs. McNamara’s room.  

Support can include such things as - 

- helping to sustain focus                  - redirecting            

   - reading directions, text, etc                - repeating information



Homework
Math
● fact practice 

○  packet given Monday due 
Friday

○ Work a little each night 

ELA
● leisure reading

○ menu given Monday 
○ 1 response due Friday

We don’t want this to be your child this 
year.  I feel our students work incredibly 
hard all day and need time to relax, play, be 

outside, socialize, etc. after school.  
Therefore, homework will consist of fact 
practice and leisure reading.  There may 
be times when other things are assigned, 
but facts and reading are the standard. 



Ways to help at home

● Allow your child as much independence as possible.  What is asked of 
them at home should be able to be done independently.

● A strong focus in ELA is on reading for deeper understanding.  When 
reading with your child, ask questions such as “Why did the character do 
that?”  “What do you think will happen next? Why?”  

● Check the Agenda book each night.  This is where homework and other 
important information will be written.  

● Don’t battle with your child over homework.  Alert me to any 
issues/problems and I will address it.



Children need comfort...
We are educating children in a time of uncertainty.  Our children (the ones you share with me this year) will succeed to 
their full potential if they are emotionally comfortable.  This year they came back to school after being away for 6 months, 
to classrooms and teachers who were unknown to them; this can be a lot for some kids.  The start to the year is an 
important one and time needs to be given to develop relationships with peers and teachers.  It is these relationships that 
comfort the students within the school building and allow them to take risks to answer questions in front their peers, ask 
for harder work (yes this has happened this year!),  asking for help when they need it and to put the effort into attending to 
the instruction and their work.

Some days we do not get to everything I had planned, but the discussions we have and the stories we (the students and 
myself) share with one another based on connections we are making are just as important as the academics.  Your 
children work incredibly hard at school, perhaps more than some others because of their disabilities.  I make it my 
mission to meet each child at their level to ensure the content they need to learn is taught in a manner in which they will 
be successful.  I have a quote in the classroom:

       “If a child doesn’t learn the way you teach, teach the way the child learns.”  

This is something I believe in strongly and how I base my instruction.  I hope this is a benefit for your child this year.



A glimpse into our day...



Contact Information

Please keep in touch throughout the year.  Your child, you and I are all on this 
team together.  The best way to reach me is email:  dcullinan@mendhamtwp.org

You can also call the school number 973-543-7107 x737 and leave a voicemail.

mailto:dcullinan@mendhamtwp.org

